WHAT KIND OF TOURISM DOES YORK WANT IN THE FUTURE –
AND HOW CAN THE VISITOR ECONOMY MAKE YORK A BETTER CITY?
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INTRO

TOURISM FOR A BETTER CITY
In the fall of 2020, Make it York (MIY) commissioned Group NAO to elaborate how York
can “build back better” with tourism after the pandemic.
Here, the starting point is the key idea that cities can make use of the transitional
space created by the Covid-19 crisis and contemplate how to “Build Back Better” as
businesses, tourism and everyday life is resuming in a new normal context – or, as
framed by the global consulting firm McKinsey & Company, a ”New Possible” context.
Following this notion of A New Possible for York, Group NAO has scanned the European
horizon for inspirational reference cases and interviewed close to 20 key stakeholders
in York’s visitor economy and city management for inspiration and aspirations for the
future. The results from our research and conversations are summarised in this report.
Group NAO and Make it York would like to thank all the individuals and organisations
who have participated generously with their time and ideas during the process. Your
engagement and commitment has been very inspiring for our teams and show good
promise for the collaboration and partnerships that shall carry the transformation of
York’s visitor economy to a new era.

Copyright / All rights reserved. No part of this report may be reproduced or transmitted in any
form or by any means whatsoever (including presentations, short summaries, blog posts,
printed materials) without express credit to Visit York (MiY) & Group NAO.
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YTOURISM?
EXEC SUMMARY

As the COVID Pandemic has put global travel and tourism on a pause and left citizens of
touristic cities around the planet “home alone”, more and more cities are asking
themselves the same questions: What kind of tourism do we want in the future and how
can the visitor economy create value for the city beyond the visitor spending and the jobs
that follow?
These are also the questions Make it York (MIY) and Group NAO elaborate in this reflection
paper which summarises research, discussions and consultations undertaken in the
spring of 2021 as the pandemic is slowly loosening its grip in the UK and most of Europe.
This is not a strategy, not a vision statement nor a classic research paper. It is intended
as inspiration to the city of York to reflect on a new era where more tourism might not be
an isolated goal in itself, but rather an integrated means to sustain even better quality of
life in the city. It is also a probe for consensus among both immediate stakeholders of
York’s visitor economy and the city’s residents to define what “better tourism” might look
like and could as such also serve as a possible precursor for a future strategy for
VisitYork.
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EXEC SUMMARY, CONT’D
The objective is not to give a definitive answer to all the questions at hand, but rather to
start a new conversation and aim for a horizon beyond the usual metrics of progress and
growth. First and last, it is the residents of York that own the city and mandate the visitor
economy – here lies the answer to the biggest question of them all: Why tourism to begin
with? It is the aspiration of this reflection paper that citizens and stakeholders join the
conversation and discussion of the tourism we want in York in the years to come and how
that should contribute to pushing forward the aspired sustainable development of the
city.
The four key observations from our research and conversations are these:

§

York is a great place to live and visit: As a starting point, York is rated among
England’s most attractive cities to work, study, live and visit. Essentially, York has
been a tourist destination for 2,000 years since founded by the Romans in 71 AD and
concurred and settled by the Danes 1000 years later. Compressing the city’s 2,000year history to the habitat and destination it is today: York is unlike any other English
city and in many ways the heart of Northern England – with unique cultural heritage
and attractions, contemporary independent shops, lively bars and restaurants,
intriguing museums and up-to-date sports venues, a racecourse, and a beautiful
countryside. As a habitat to live, work and study, York has two universities and a
college, and continuously rank among England’s best cities to live. In short: York has
a lot to offer both residents and visitors.
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EXEC SUMMARY, CONT’D
§

COVID has accelerated trends and signs of crisis that were already
happening before the pandemic. The retail crisis and surge in online

shopping, the rise of localism in consumption and production, high cost
of housing, consumer demand for responsible and sustainable products
and experiences along with the need for new urban governance models
and mandating of the visitor economy – all these issues are neither
unique to York nor new to urban developers and policy makers. They are
trends which have been accelerated by the pandemic crisis and they will
most likely also stand as the long-lasting legacies of the crisis. For York,
they are significant challenges that need to be addressed with clever and
timely policy making and public initiatives.

§

“We need to think bigger, broader and bolder” – across the interviews
carried out as part of this paper, stakeholders seem to agree that the
biggest challenge for York might be one of complacency. Not mentioning
all the city’s strengths and qualities, there is a common perception that
the city might not be exploring its full potential as a creative, inclusive,
and innovative place to live and visit. Bits and pieces like: “There is no big
plan for the visitor economy”…“we tend to be very mono-cultural”… or
”…our biggest threat is complacency” and “we could do much more” ….sum
up the conversations well. Also, expressed in almost all the
conversations and interviews we’ve had with stakeholders, is a shared
aspiration for the city center to welcome less rowdy hen and stag parties
in exchange for more culturally and socially engaging as well as family
friendly visitors.
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§

Destination leadership: Most people we have talked to in our research
also hope to see more of Make it York and Visit York in the future, not
less. “I hope that MIY becomes a more expansive DMO – a facilitator of
balance in the city, but also supporting and boosting the cultural offerings
– well beyond the needs of the hotel owners” as one city leader said. And
with this aspiration there is also a wish for MIY to be more engaging: “We
need to stop waiting for residents to engage. We, as city leaders need to
engage the initiative and engage ourselves – let’s work with the passionate
souls out there!” Finally, there is a call for all city leaders – specifically MIY
and VisitYork – to lead the transformation towards a more sustainable
and regenerative visitor economy. It is not enough to spotlight York’s
sustainable offerings. A sustainable visitor economy must be
strategized, inspired, and facilitated.

In summary, York can create more from the city’s tourism without necessarily
having to grow more tourism. But to do so will require a new shared vision for
the visitor economy and a more holistic approach to York as a destination.
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WHAT
OTHER
CITIES DO
The COVID-19 pandemic has been a tectonic shaking of the global travel and tourism
industry. Across Europe, cities have been using the standstill to rethink the role and
purpose of tourism and not only prepare, but actively shape what will happen after
what happened.
In our research, we have identified 8 key trends across the landscape of urban
destination management in Europe which will be presented in the following.
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WHAT OTHER CITIES DO…
§

RADICAL DECISIONS TO REDESIGN THE VISITOR ECONOMY IN A
MORE BALANCED AND SUSTAINABLE MANNER: A handful of cities

and destinations have made radical decisions during the past 10-12
months that will have profound and long-lasting implications for their
visitor economies in the time to come. Venice first banned cruise ships
from the lagune after decades of discussions. It was announced that large
ships would have to dock at the city's industrial port in the future but in
early June 2021, ships called on the city pier again to loud local protest and
ongoing demonstrations.
Amsterdam has launched a cohesive plan to redesign the visitor economy
– including restricting visitor access to the infamous coffee shops, closing
up brothel windows, relocating part of the sex industry outside the city
center and in general announcing several initiatives to discourage the
excess of certain visitor segments, incl. stag parties. The move comes
after years of public debate on overtourism and growing opposition to sex
tourism and public worry that Amsterdam city centre is becoming an
unliveable, touristic party zone.
In the city of Barcelona, the City Council recently adopted an extension to
the City Center Plan effectively banning bed-and-breakfasts and shortterm rentals (less than 30 days) in the city center, following years of
protest over rising cost of housing and overcrowding, forcing residents
out of their own city.
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WHAT OTHER CITIES DO…
§ QUEST FOR VALUABLE TOURISM: Across many destinations, there is
a quest to attract “valuable tourism”. There are a number of different
approaches and definitions to what makes tourism valuable or valueadding, but as Amsterdam puts it in their above-mentioned plan for
redesigning the visitor economy: “We are open to any visitor who leaves
the city a little better and more beautiful than how they found it.” Much like
Amsterdam, in Berlin valuable tourism is seen as visitor segments with
culture-oriented behavior and real engagement in the city´s life, culture,
communities, and history – in the words of the CEO of Berlins DMO,
Burkhard Kieker: “we don’t like … people who come to Berlin just to get
drunk and dance in the nightclub regardless of where they are, who wake
up and don’t know if they’re in Berlin or Barcelona or Tallinn. We’re
interested in people who are interested in Berlin and who want to be part
of it.” In other destinations, value is defined much more directly as the
higher-spending visitors, as seen in New Zealand where the new tourism
minister early in the crisis put focus on high-net worth visitors over
backpackers, later coming out with a more nuanced version,
differentiating between value and wealth, but still primarily focused on
spending in destination. Regardless of definition, for the destination
marketers and DMO, marketing strategies and value propositions are
changing accordingly.
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WHAT OTHER CITIES DO…
§

STAYCATION, WORKCATION AND NEW RURBANISM: As international travel has
imploded, most destination marketers have pivoted to promoting domestic tourism and
cultivating their home turf for more local and nearby tourism. Early in the pandemic,
countries have committed extra funds to domestic travel campaigns to help sustain and
restart the visitor economy while local DMOs have been working overtime to make
citizens rediscover the experience-scape of their own city. The prolonged lockdowns
and remote working have also reshaped the real estate markets and spurred demand for
settlement outside the urban centers. This has caused lead thinkers to speculate about
the rise of progressive province and long-term trends towards more non-city travel.
Meanwhile, several destinations have launched workcation campaigns (see Barcelona
example here), and destinations in Italy and Norway are also making their pitch for these
new travellers.

§

THE RETURN OF LOCALHOOD: During the early phases of the pandemic, many
destinations launched “support local” campaigns as a response to the steep decline in
foot-fall that brought much of the sector to the edge. Since, a number of destinations
have launched projects to disperse future visitor flows away from the city center and
highlight experiential opportunities in distinct neighborhoods. In Florence, the famous
Uffizi Gallery (who in pre-pandemic times could welcome around 12,000 visitors a day)
launched the Uffizi Diffusi – an initiative to exhibit some of its famous collection in more
than 100 different sites around the Tuscany region. Many European city destinations
have introduced initiatives that focus on spreading tourism to the less touristic city
areas, often referenced as neighborhood tourism. In Amsterdam, this was also seen
before the pandemic, with initiatives like 24h Amsterdam Editions – neighborhood
events to help both locals and visitors discover new parts of the city. This is Athens has
recently introduced more neighborhoods to their destination site, or Milan and others
focusing more on neighborhood stories as part of their destination marketing efforts.
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WHAT OTHER CITIES DO…
§

LET´S RETHINK THE CITY CENTER: Looking ahead, our changing worklife pivoting from a place we go every day (often downtown) to something
we do (often from home) will deepen the crisis for the urban centers. Thus,
just as in York, many urban destinations are scrambling to restore and
rethink the experiential attractiveness of urban centers – often with
cultural interventions and new urban infrastructure and urban space
design projects. Close to York, the city of Belfast recently launched “A
Bolder Vision for Belfast” as the city’s vision to transform the city centre
into a green, walkable, cyclable network of streets and places. Another
example is Stockholm, exchanging parking space for urban socializing
platforms. From Paris to Portland, the new buzz is the 15-minute city,
where all you need as a citizen is within 15 min. No cars required. In
Helsinki, entrepreneurial designers are reclaiming the streets with
installations for urban park design. And in Montreal, the concept of
summer islands is bringing workspaces to the streets. In London, the city
is rethinking the experiential landscape and concept of Oxford Street and
Centre for London is inviting the public to have their say on Your Future
London.
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WHAT OTHER CITIES DO…
§

CULTURE IS KEY TO REBOOT: The role of art and culture seems to be
changing. In many destinations, cultural institutions have used the
pandemic pause to innovate and intervene in public life. If the public can´t
come to the museum, the museum can come to the public. Like the
already mentioned Uffizi Diffusi. Or the "Musical Storefronts" in New York
City with pop-up concerts in the streets. In the broader strategic
perspective, long time leading cultural cities like Berlin and Nantes (F),
see the city’s cultural resources as the soft power that will enable them
not only to reboot, but also to thrive as attractive urban habitats in the
future. For these cities, culture is core to the manifestation of city life and
sense of place. In the words of Burkhard Kieker, CEO of VisitBerlin, culture
beats tourism marketing: “we don’t think we even need marketing because
the people will come anyway. ...They know that Berlin is 24/7 culture… In
German, we have a word for it – Gesamtskunstwerk - which means a puzzle
of art, put together out of so many pieces. Of course, people visit the
Museums and yes, they’re looking for the history, but the first thing people
want is to sit on a bar or a café on the street and catch the spirit. They want
to watch how Berliners are living and the social exchange and curiousness
happening around them.”
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§

LIFT-OFF FOR THE REGENERATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE MOVEMENT:
The drive for more sustainable urban tourism is no longer charged solely by
lead destinations or niche demand segments but has now significantly
sedimented to destination marketing and management across the
continent. Sustainable tourism management has gone mainstream, and it
is changing the way DMOs lead, operate and market the destination. The
majority of destinations in the Global Destinations Sustainability Index in
2020, have deployed strategies for sustainable destination development.
Pre-COVID, lead destinations like Helsinki, created platforms like ”Think
Sustainably”, boosting the visibility of sustainable experiencing in the city
and making it easier for the consumer to walk the path. In the bigger
picture, destinations are increasingly committing to the sustainable shift,
pushing ahead their own destination development with benchmarks like
Global Destinations Sustainability Movement or pushing ahead joint
sustainable commitment as signatories to the Future of Tourism Coalition.
Interestingly, more and more government agencies and DMOs are joining
these initiatives, and declaring a climate emergency, committing to act
decisively on it. Furthermore, DMOs are trying to identify new KPIs to reflect
this commitment, often starting with a discussion of how to define and
measure social impact and carbon footprint etc. A destination like Valencia
is a frontrunner in this matter.
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WHAT OTHER CITIES DO…
§

NEW CONVERSATIONS WITH LOCALS: While DMOs traditionally have
had the destination as their credo, COVID-19 has accelerated and
progressed the DMO as part of the new conversation on thriving habitats,
putting quality of life at the heart of strategizing and managing the visitor
economy. Even before COVID-19, many cities applied resident sentiment
surveys to their modus operandi, and some have introduced various formats
of advisory boards, tourism councils with representation for citizen groups
(e.g., Barcelona). However, with COVID-19, the rebuilding of tourism in our
cities has been a pressing issue on the public agenda. Most notably, some
cities are deploying digital platforms for dialogue and engagement on
tourism issues and numbers. In Australia, the city of Melbourne deployed a
digital platform for public consultancy – “Participate Melbourne” for the
debate
on
the
future
of
the
city
after
COVID.
In France, a group of prominent organizations in travel and tourism
launched a nationwide public consultancy/call for ideas on how to pursue
responsible tourism (also with a parallel international call for ideas).
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NEW ERA
5 DOGMAS FOR THE NEW
VISITOR ECONOMY
The new era of sustainability and regenerative tourism development brings a
new set of fundamental dogmas for strategizing the visitor economy and to
the stakeholders entrusted with public and semi-public mandate to promote
and manage it. We have observed five dogmas which can also be understood
as guiding principles for destination professionals and policy makers
engaged in “Building Back Better” in the future.
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5 DOGMAS FOR THE NEW…
The visitor economy will always be dynamic, with multiple stakeholders, across the
diverse domains of authority and the city’s many local communities, public services, and
private industries. Hence navigating and managing the visitor economy is a diverse
discipline. Still, on key points, the current turbulence in the visitor economy reads a
change of era for destination management and strategizing – different from the era of
changes we leave behind. In many ways, there has been a paradigm shift in destination
management and marketing which has been accelerated by the current crisis and which
most likely will remain with us in the foreseeable future fueled by climate emergency,
migration crisis, geopolitical tensions, fundamental value shifts among consumers,
between generations and structural changes in global tourism.
The new era brings a new set of fundamental dogmas for strategizing the visitor
economy and to the stakeholders entrusted with public and semi-public mandate to
promote and manage it. Thus, the five dogmas can also be understood as guiding
principles for destination professionals and policy makers engaged in “Building Back
Better” for a more sustainable and regenerative future.

1. The first learning is that unless you are Disneyland, THE CITY BELONGS TO THE

CITIZENS – not the visitors, nor the stakeholders of the visitor economy. Quality of life
in the city has moved to the core of destination management. This means that the
end-purpose of destination management has moved well beyond the growth
imperative and the immediate visitor experience to “better life in the city”. Here, the
key question is how can tourism create value for the city and the people that live
there?
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1. THE CITY BELONGS TO ITS
CITIZENS
2. GROWTH IN VISITOR
NUMBERS IS NOT A GOAL
IN ITSELF
3. TOURISM CAN BE A
REGENERATIVE
RESOURCE
4. LEADERSHIP NEEDED
5. TOURISM IS A FLUID
CONCEPT
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5 DOGMAS FOR THE NEW…
2. Consequently, GROWTH IN VISITOR NUMBERS IS NOT A GOAL IN ITSELF. Of course,

cities are fundamentally in the game for job creation and a prosperous visitor
economy. Still, while the city wants visitors, we don’t want the visitors to have
the city. The past decades of unbroken growth trajectory in global travel and
tourism have demonstrated that tourism can also have profound negative
social and environmental impacts that needs to be addressed with clever and
decisive regulation and strategizing – also at the individual destination level.

3. Thirdly, TOURISM CAN BE A REGENERATIVE RESOURCE – a means to build and
regenerate the local economy along with the social, cultural and natural
resources of the habitat. Tourism is vital for the city’s cultural scene and vice
versa. Tourism can be an important source of employment for all groups of
society, including those often marginalized on the labor market. As such,
tourism can contribute to income distribution in the communities and much
more. The main message is that tourism can be a force for good and that this
needs to be the new horizon for destination policy makers. There is a world of
examples of tourism for people, place and planet already out there and
websites like 101sustainbleideas.com and UNWTOs tourism innovation
programs are good places to find inspiration.
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4. LEADERSHIP ON SUSTAINABILITY: For many years, DMOs rested well in the
role as destination marketing organisations limiting their sustainability
efforts to highlight sustainable offerings such as conferences with no
single use plastic or restaurants minimizing food waste. In the new
paradigm, this is not enough. There is a clear demand not only from the
market, but also from many stakeholders to strategize, benchmark,
measure, nudge, academize and communicate sustainable and
regenerative tourism as a destination wide code and license to operate.
According to Global Destinations Sustainability Index, there is a
significant movement towards robust and determined sustainability
management among the 69 benchmarked destinations in 2020 where
more than 77% have adopted a destination sustainability strategy.
5. TOURISM IS A FLUID CONCEPT: Interestingly, the expert conversations in
research and industry fora about urban tourism has transcended over
the last 3-5 years. To start with, the boxy concept of “a tourist” is now
commonly understood as a travelling individual with all the complexity it
entails. It is also widely accepted that the city’s attractiveness rests and
roots way beyond its touristic attractions alone, but also in its localhood,
its atmosphere and non-touristic in-betweens. At the same time, the
experience-scape is converging; conferences are festivalised. Festivals
layered with conferencing. Non-touristic places become touristic.
Homes become mini hotels while hotels become homey. Local traditions
go global (Octoberfest) while global agendas (World Earth Day) are
evented locally. Consequently, place branding and destination marketing
seem to have expired in its conventional formats in favor of more valuebased manifestations – often with culture at the forefront.

5 DOGMAS FOR THE NEW…
- All of the above to say that DMOs need to get out of the boxy concept of tourism too. DMOs need to be at the center of the conversation about 1) What is valuable
tourism to our city? and 2) How do we plan, regulate and invest to capture that value? Generally, this means that DMOs need to rethink their purpose and re-scope
their strategic focus and skill sets for the new era described above and summarized in the table below.

NEW ERA FOR DMOs
GOODBYE YESTERDAY
PURPOSE
OBJECTIVE
PLAYING FIELD
OFFERING
CUSTOMERS
FUNCTION
CORE SKILLS
MICE

More consumption = Jobs
Grow visitor numbers
Tourism industry
Come consume the city
We serve tourists
We market the place
Place marketing
More meetings
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HELLO TOMORROW!
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Better city for inhabitants
Sustainable visitor economy – regenerative impact
Tourism industry and community
Come share and contribute to our city life
We serve travelling individuals and residents
We manage the place sustainably
Co-innovate and facilitation
Meaningful meetings
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THEN WHAT
HAPPENS IN
YORK?
York has undertaken quite a few new projects and initiatives for the liveable
city and vibrant visitor economy. In fact, on key issues, the city of York is
already effectively ticking the boxes for Building Back Better.

Photo by Christiano Pinto // Unsplash
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WHAT HAPPENS ... ?
§ RESIDENTS AND THE CITY CENTER: In August 2019, the Executive initiated
the My City Centre project, to engage residents and stakeholders in creating a
strategic vision to respond to the unprecedented challenges and
opportunities facing city centre. This has since been paused by the
pandemic, but results of the resident surveys will soon be published, and the
conversation is ongoing and well documented. Many of the stakeholders
interviewed for this report have echoed the concerns and views expressed by
the residents so far. It concerns the challenges of a struggling retail sector –
especially the chain stores – and concern over issues such as rowdy night
hours, antisocial and bad behavior visitor segments (stag and hen parties
mentioned by many respondents), poor pavement and accessibility,
overcrowding and a strong wish for more cycling lanes and “continental style
urban space” with well-designed layouts and inventories for outdoor
socializing. The lack of (green) public space and the central market often
occupying and crowding the city center was repeatedly mentioned.

§ OUR BIG CONVERSATION: On the bigger issue of climate emergency, Our Big
Conversation is a city-wide discussion, helping the city get to grips with some
of the biggest challenges ahead - carbon reduction, transport and mobility,
and the economy, in short: Make the city greener and adapt to a future where
work might not be a place we go, but something we do. Efforts are made to
ensure all of York’s many and diverse communities have a say – all with a wide
range of engagement formats from surveys, polls and consultations, live
sessions with leaders, community conversations with local interest groups
and networks, workshops about different themes to masterclasses to learn
more about the economy, transport or carbon reduction.
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WHAT HAPPENS …?
§ THE YORK NARRATIVE was conceived in an open process during 2019
resulting in the core narrative that “History is what makes York the place it
is today… built by the people of York to the beautiful compact city where
every person can have a voice, make an impact and lay the foundations for
a prosperous future…”. The core values that “today’s actions will impact
the future generations” and that “every person can make their mark” is
potentially both a strong commitment to the city’s transformational
agendas and should also be a personal call to everyone involved. On the
last note, all the stakeholders we talked to while researching, spoke
positively about the initiative, the process, and result. If any criticism was
voiced, it was mostly as a hopeful questioning that the Council and
relevant stakeholders will follow up and continuously drive the brand with
manifest actions and projects. The York Narrative needs to be lived after
it is delivered.

§ YORK´S CREATIVE FUTURE is the title of York’s new culture strategy which

was launched in late 2020 as part of the City of York Council’s plan to
support the economic strategy and the coming tourism strategy, and to
underpin the development of York’s city narrative. It is intended to boost
cultural activity and places of culture at the heart of city activities from
major capital developments to residents’ wellbeing and cultural
entitlement for every child in the city. Like the other initiatives, the
cultural strategy has come together through extensive consultation and
workshops with York’s residents, creatives groups and cultural
organisations. The aim has been to take on board what matters most to
the people who live, work and study in the city and transform these views
into a plan of action to grow and develop York’s creative future.
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WHAT HAPPENS ... ?
§ (CONT’D) The culture strategy is also a clear outreach to the
stakeholders of the visitor economy – specifically when it comes to
ensuring that arts and heritage assets attract cultural tourists and that
culture, arts and tourism work together in place making and creating
urban space with national and international appeal.

In summary, seen from the outside, all these initiatives demonstrate that
York is a forward-moving city with the high beam turned on, and a city with
sound reflections and continuous dialogue with itself. However, the
question asked by a handful of the stakeholders, we have talked to in our
research, is how much of this ends up as more than PDFs for download at
the city council’s website and convert to material collaboration among city
leaders and real impact for people and places in York. More views on this
below.

The initiatives demonstrate York as a forward-moving city with
sound reflections and continuous dialogue with itself.
The question is how much of this moves beyond a PDF for
download at the city council’s website?
Photo by Sarah on Unsplash
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THE
TOURISM
WE WANT
5 ASPIRATIONS FOR THE
FUTURE
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THE TOURISM WE WANT
Let’s take it further! This seem to be the short and overarching future
aspiration among central stakeholders of the visitor economy that we have
talked to for this reflection paper. The interviewees represent York’s
cultural life, in the retail and the commercial sector, the tourism attractions,
the national park, town politics, the city administration and associations,
and among them all there seem to be clear consensus that York is a great
place to live, study and visit – a beautiful, cultural, and thriving city with
many offerings for both locals and visitors.
Still, or perhaps therefore, many we have spoken to want to see York take it
further as a thriving and liveable city and as a visitor destination. While most
agree that York has fared well through the pandemic crisis and remains an
attractive visitor destination with a strong regional upland, they also would
like to see York take a leap into the future with a new bold plan to rethink the
city center and rebuild the visitor economy in a more sustainable and
integrated way.
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THE TOURISM WE WANT
Five aspirations stand out from our interviews and
conversations with MIY stakeholders:
1. There is a need for a grand plan for urban
development and the role of tourism connecting
the dots of a thriving city.
2. Secondly, there is a desire to maintain a strong
connection with the locals who seem to have
rediscovered the city center during COVID.
3. There is a call for leadership on becoming a
sustainable destination.
4. All in on culture! – and not just heritage - is a
broadly shared aspiration.
5. Finally, we have a lot of things going for us –
complacency might be one of them.
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THE TOURISM WE WANT…
Message #1. We need a grand plan for the city and for tourism
Quite a few respondents would like to see a long-term masterplan for York – a
plan that envisions the city center on a human scale, with an attractive and lively
urban space, “European style”, lots of green areas and streets – fewer cars - and
with manifest interventions and installations that people can cherish and
remember.
As one respondent puts it: “We need to make the city center more peoplefocused. Less space for cars. More appealing to residents. More than a weekend of
fun. More than a posh suburb of London – there is so much more to the city than
that.” And followed up by another respondent: “The city center looks quite closed.
But it has been great to see the outside seating – it looks much more European. I
hope that stays – we need people spaces and café culture.”
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“We need a grand plan” is the message from respondents who would like to
see a holistic and long-term plan for developing the city – especially the city
centre – a plan that connects the dots of liveability for locals with a thriving
multi-cultural scene and a balanced visitor economy. One respondent
references Stockton-on-Tees: “They have a fantastic vision for the
downtown. They will knock down a big retail center to create a recreational
area around the river with mixed purpose, lots of green, more leisure…. Of
course, it is a very different place, not so beautiful and protected as York.
Still, we could do more of the same - I would love to see the signature project
on sustainable living in the city center. We have the castle gateway, we have
Coney Street, we have the York central, we need to make sure it is not done in
isolation... We need to have a grand masterplan. There are too many different
teams working on it”.

THE TOURISM WE WANT…
Quite a few respondents would like to see fewer cars in the city center, while
recognizing that this will not go down easy with everyone: “It’s always hard to
convince retailers to get rid of the cars. But in most places, retailers are doing
better after cars have left high street” as one respondent said. As we shall
see below, the call for a master plan for the city center also includes a plan
for tourism.
For reference on this message of livable city center, York might look to
Belfast, NI, where the city has recently launched a
“Bolder Vision for Belfast” (Dec. 19) after extensive public consultation on the
same critical issues.

Message #2. The disconnect with the locals has been closed by
COVID. Let’s keep it that way.
“The COVID lock-downs have made the locals feel that the city center is for
them again. Before COVID, it felt to many like an entertainment center for the
visitors…. Now, the business owners have turned their attention to the local
audience and local businesses have moved in. There is a much stronger
connection now the residents are reconnecting with their city – and I think a
lot of people would like to keep it that way.”
The quote above accurately sums up the observation by several
respondents. Many mention that York residents have felt alienated to their
own city center – especially after closing hours.
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The general observation is that there are two audiences to the city center –
daytime locals and nighttime visitors – and that many restaurants,
boutiques, and bars traditionally have catered to the visitors as their primary
audience.
However, this has changed notably during COVID. Several respondents told
us there has been a pivot in the attention and a recent rediscovery of one
another from both the residents and the local owners of shops, restaurants
and bars. This seems a welcome change to the respondents we have spoken
to: “It is heart-breaking to see all the shops that have closed. But on the other
hand, all the locals have rediscovered their local shops and its great. I hope
that it stays that way.”
There are, however, varying perceptions of the gravity of the pre-COVID
problems in the city center among respondents. Some mention the touristic
city center and rowdy night-time economy as the paramount challenges for
York’s visitor economy, while others think the problems have been a bit
exaggerated and narrated.
Prompted to look ahead, several solutions were discussed in our
conversations with the respondents. Few find it desirable with restrictive
zoning and hard regulation of alcohol licenses. Instead, it was suggested
that the Council and relevant organisations work out an overall masterplan
for the city center. On this note, quite a few respondents' welcome efforts to
disperse visitors outside the old city center: “It would be good if we can
disperse the visitors beyond the city center even more. We are increasingly
building hotels outside the city center. Also, the new stadium in Huntington,
and the retail center outside the city”.

THE TOURISM WE WANT…
Secondly, respondents would like to see city leaders engage more in the
ongoing conversation with local communities for real, in-situ solutions and
constructive mediations. Thirdly, a few respondents speculate that retail
opening hours could be extended causing daytime shoppers and nighttime
audiences to mix more during the early hours of the evening.
On a final note, one respondent mentions the issue of tourism taxes. “It is a
challenge to capture value from tourism – I think the discussion on tourism
taxes will reemerge, and it is an important one. All parties have a tourism tax
on the manifesto, but the law will not let us adopt one”.

Message #3. Need for leadership in becoming a sustainable
destination
In 2019, York announced a Climate Emergency and the council have since
set an ambition for operations to be carbon neutral by 2030. The
York Climate Change Strategy which will soon follow is meant as a shared
strategy for the city, encouraging all to work together to deliver the shared
vision.
This initiative is warmly welcomed and awaited by most of the stakeholders
we have talked to: “I think adopting sustainable development is the biggest
challenge we have. It is also reflected in the new local plan which I hope will be
adopted”.
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A handful of respondents also call for leaders in business, tourism, and
culture to show more leadership and take concrete charge on projects and
initiatives that can make a real difference:
“I hope the tourism business will take responsibility for the climate crisis. It is
very real. It is happening, and it is much worse than the COVID crisis. We need
to get going and take real responsibility”. This statement was echoed by a
cultural leader with a general self-criticism of the cultural attractions: “We
need to up our game as the attractions, we have been too slow. Now, we have
formed working groups, we have installed plugs for electric cars and so on,
but we can do much more.”
In the city center, York BID has already made a successful push for more
cycling racks, bins, benches and greening, and offered financial guarantees
for the park and ride service. Still, the BID management feel there is much
more to be done starting with raising awareness and mobilizing the
members to what can and must be done.
Finally, there is also a call to MIY to take more initiative on the sustainable
agenda: “I think MIY should support and nudge for sustainable tourism
development. MIY could do a lot of good work highlighting the best practices.”
More on this and the future role of MIY below.

THE TOURISM WE WANT…
Message #4: All in on culture
All the stakeholders we have spoken to are very aware and proud of York’s
cultural heritage and manifold experiential offerings to its citizens and
visitors. All refer to York as the cultural city in Northern England. Cultural
heritage is York’s DNA and strongest asset as a destination.
Still, there are different opinions on York’s cultural diversity and scope. Quite
a few feel York is somewhat mono-cultural and conservative, and hope for
more underground and contemporary offerings, others are not so sure there
is a problem.
“Monoculture…? God yes. We need to promote the contemporary culture and
diversity much more. York has disconnected itself from its hinterland and we
need to mind the gap… it is really problematic because the town is content to
be so. Why? Because the city will tend to say, that Black Life Matter is not an
issue here in York… but of course it is! It also helps attract tourists if your
perspective is more diverse…” (Cultural leader)

“Monoculture…? God
yes. We need to
promote the
contemporary
culture and diversity
much more.

From the conversation with cultural attractions: “I personally think there is a
need for us to be bolder and more visionary when it comes to the arts and
culture. We should have the scale of the Lumiere lights festival in Durham. The
York Mediale and digital arts festival are great, but they are consistently underfunded. Perhaps it is because we don’t have the corporate funding to make it
fly? The same with the chocolate festival…We have a really rich history, and as
a business, we would invest more if the city did the same.”
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THE TOURISM WE WANT…
Typically, in our conversations the younger respondents see York with a bit
more layers: “Yes, in some ways we are a monoculture. But there is also a grass
root music culture with many good venues, there are the campuses, and the
Mediale. But the beauty of York is that the elderly community and the younger
art-oriented audiences live side by side… In that respect we are not a
monoculture. I don’t buy that” (A city leader)
And from another cultural attraction leader: “Do we really need tourism to the
extent we had before? I think yes, but we also need to expand into the cultural
industries much more. We need to build on the “cultural model” – go more with
the experience economy and not just the visitor economy…I hope York in the
future will manifest itself in the world community, but I think we have
traditionally been suffering from a little town’s mentality. The cultural
institutions have often been very internationally oriented in their relations and
networks. I think cultural institutions and attractions will still go international
with their good ideas and projects, but they will need better backing form the
tourism sector.”
All in all, there is consensus, that culture and more cultural diversity will fuel
York as thriving destination in the future. Some leaders think it should be the
core of the city’s touristic and international promotion.
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Message #5: Risk of complacency?
The final overarching message from the conversations has less to do with the
physical layout of the city than with the mentality of its residents and city
leaders. Across the interviews, quite a few respondents have noted that York is a
comparatively wealthy city, with a solid historical position and high quality of life.
To sum it up: the common opinion is that “we have a lot going for us, but
complacency might be one of them”.
As one commercial leader said: “York has always been a quite complacent city.
People will always come to York. We are the historic center for centuries…It is
sometimes difficult to make real and significant changes because everything is
protected”
From cultural entrepreneurs, it was noted that “…there is an aversion of risk in our
town, and we risk becoming a graveyard of ambition… York is sometimes rowdy,
but also quite boring. We are simply not edgy enough. Our cultural sector is
focused on heritage. We need more live music, art, and interventions. More edgy
signature events adding to the ones we have, such as the Festival of Ideas, The
Viking Festival, the horse racing, and the Christmas market. We need to be less
nice. More creative.”

WHAT
YORK CAN
DO WITH
TOURISM
Photo by Lee Jeffs // Unsplash
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WHAT YORK CAN DO …
According to the stakeholders we have talked to, the short answer is MORE! It is evident
from the interviews and conversations, that there is a strong awareness and backing of the
visitor economy in York, and a horizon that goes well beyond the daily bread for the many
jobs and businesses that depend on it. This also implies that most stakeholders would like to
see the visitor economy in York warp to “the next level”. Here, the measure of success might
not necessarily be more tourism, but tourism with a higher purpose:

§ BETTER TOURISM FOR THE PLANET: Stakeholders see the climate emergency as top of

agenda for York: “I think adopting sustainable development is the biggest challenge we
have.” Also, they call for leaders in business, tourism, and culture to show more leadership
and take concrete charge on initiatives that can make a real difference. As such, climate
crisis is also an opportunity to step up as destination leaders. As a destination, York can
set new KPIs for sustainable tourism and reduction of carbon emission. York can form
networks and collaborations across the value chain nudging and academizing
sustainability management in the visitor economy – almost as an advisory and educational
services to local businesses. Finally, York can join the growing community of destinations
across Europe working with sustainable destination management and benchmarking.

§ TOURISM FOR DIVERSITY: As one city leader said: “The impact of having 8.5 million people
walking our streets has an immense impact in terms of diversity. It sustains our pride
festival, our cultural events… and that also goes hand in hand with having two university
campuses with progressive values on social issues, equally, inclusion and more. We need
the universities because they make the city more diverse. We could champion our
universities and colleges a bit more.” For York, investments in contemporary culture,
events, urban interventions, youth culture and events will not only help maintain a vibrant
cultural scene for the residents and new visitor segments but can also help attract and
retain talent. York can pursue strategic synergies and alliances between the visitor
economy, the university city, culture and businesses.
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WHAT YORK CAN DO …
§

TOURISM FOR A VIBRANT CITY CENTER: From a leader in the business community, we
detected optimism for the long-haul: “Coney Street, Queens Street with the major retail
is looking tired with a lot of empty units. Institutional investors are pulling out, and
locally store owners are moving in. Essentially it is a good thing. It will change the face
of the city for the better…long term, I am optimistic!”. This has also been spotted by a
cultural leader: “We have a historic chance to rebalance the city – change what people
see - with the retail property moving out, York central offers massive opportunity, Guild
Hall and the Central Station… we can have more contemporary culture move in.”

§

TOURISM FOR THE LOCALS: "The crisis have created a feeling of locality. We are much

more aware of the importance of locality and that is particularly important for tourism
too. Also, we need to stop splitting culture for residents and for the tourists as if it was
two different things” – heard from a cultural leader and supported by a business leader:
“When building back better, I would start by making a strategy for locals… how local
people would become engaged with their communities and with the visitors. How are we
going to continue that local engagement? From there we can start talking about visitors
from the domestic market, and thirdly about international tourism…”
Other stakeholders value the return of York’s human centered hospitality: “I hope the
human connection will stay after COVID. We will treasure that much more. We will have
real human being experiences again, human scale spaces in the center, we will have
human visitor guides, not just pod walks. The human connection is what we want to
offer in York…”
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WHAT YORK CAN DO …
§

TOURISM FOR SOCIAL COHESION AND COLLECTIVE IMPACT: “I think we need to have
inclusive tourism… to be a thriving destination for the health and quality of life. To be
regenerative, we need to work more with business than we do today. We all need to make
the visitors care about the place and not consume the place”, as pointed out by a leader of
a cultural attraction. A few respondents also point to York´s social entrepreneurs as a
resource for the future. For instance, the people behind The Good Organisation that among other things - organise poverty walks for tourists guided by homeless people. Or
community groups like York MCN or YoCo (York Central Co-Owned) who advocate for
affordable housing and human-centered urban development. YoCo works with big
questions like: Can we make space for people, not cars? How can we move
beyond zoning, to create adaptable, multi-use spaces? Can we create community made
through exchange, that can build links between people to address inequalities through
sharing? And can we provide public spaces that enable people to be collectively creative?

- All these questions and voices are in fact tourism-related and can be engaged and
empowered for a more regenerative visitor economy, and ultimately for better city life.
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WHAT YORK CAN DO WITH
TOURISM…

§ Set up industry network for
sustainability (academy)
§ Research project with university
on new KPIs and green datametrics

Photo by Luke Richardson on Unsplash

TOURISM FOR SOCIAL IMPACT

§ Join the GDS index

§ Dispersal plan and strategy for the night-life
economy

§ Set up advisory board of local
groups – frequently meetings
§ Develop digital engagement/public
consultation platform
§ Create hospitality academy with
university
§ Map short-term rental impact –
potentially regulate city center
§ Explore voluntary tourism tax/
contribution?

What if... York had
a vision to become
UKs most
sustainable
destination?

TOURISM FOR THE LOCALS

§ Strategy for green transition of
tourism

§ Develop spaces for local entrepreneurs in
center

What if... York tourism
planning &
development was a
topic of continuous
local involvement and
participation?

TOURISM FOR VIBRANT CITY CENTER

§ Set up culture lab for innovation
with cultural entrepreneurs

What if... York
goes all in on multi
culture – not just
heritage – to
manifest the city’s
life and future?

TOURISM FOR CULTURAL DIVERSITY

§ Bid for value-based meetings
and conferences

§ Curate new shop-openings in partnerships
with estate owners

What if... York
developed a
balanced city
center for
everyone!

§ Visitor survey and behavior studies

TOURISM FOR THE PLANET

§ York adopts a 10-year plan for
(new) contemporary cultural
events?

§ Re-think use of the market square

§ Develop social KPIs with partners
What if... York
became a
champion of social
inclusion and
equity in tourism?

§ Set-up support /accelerator prog. for
social entrepreneurs in hospitality
and experience economy
§ York establish a 500 pax volunteer
corps?
§ Joint project with local initiatives
such as YoCo.
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WHAT MIY &
VISITYORK
MIGHT DO
Photo by Karl Moran // Unsplash
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WHAT MIY &
VISIT YORK
MIGHT D0…
Most people we have talked to in our research
also hope to see more of Make it York and Visit
York in the future, not less. “I hope that MIY
become a more expansive DMO – a facilitator of
balance in the city, but also supporting and
boosting the cultural offerings – well beyond the
needs of the hotel owners” as one city leader
said.
And with this aspiration there is also a wish for
MIY to be more engaging: “We need to stop
waiting for residents to engage. We, as city
leaders need to engage the initiative and engage
ourselves – let’s work with the passionate souls
out there!”
When we sum up the stakeholder conversations
and sources, we have come across in our work,
there is a collective aspiration for the future as
the foundation to build on:

Photo by Phil Fiddy // Flickr.com
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Stakeholder’s Collective Aspiration
When building back better, the stakeholders interviewed, call on MIY and
Visit York to help “connect the dots” and create strong collaborations and
projects across the visitor economy and beyond (read; disregard the
mental silos of tourism, culture, residents, and business).
Stakeholders call for MIY and Visit York to launch and operate a grand plan
for sustainable and integral tourism with real and positive impact on the
unique quality of life and cultural diversity of our city.
Stakeholders hope to see MIY and Visit York work as initiators,
playmakers, and inspirators high-lighting and empowering the creative
and commercial energies in the city.

Photo by Karl Moran // Unsplash
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SOURCES
Photo by Cajero Zhang / Unsplash
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LIST OF ENGAGEMENTS &
INTERVIEWS
§
§
§
§
§

Make it York management and board – fall of 2020
Business Days York – presentation and engagement, November 9 2020
York Tourism Advisory Board – presentation and engagement, April 9 2021.
Cultural Leaders Group, Make it York – presentation and engagement, April 29 2021.
Make it York, team workshop, April 29 2021

INTERVIEWS

Photo by Cajero Zhang / Unsplash

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Simon Brereton, Head of Economic Development, City of York Council
Brendan Paddison, Chair of Tourism Adv. Board, Associate Dean at York Business School)
Cllr Darryl Smalley, Exec member for Culture, Leisure & Communities
Cllr Andrew Waller, Executive Member for Economy and Strategic Planning
Claire Foale, Head of Communications
Andrew Lowson, Executive Director, York BID
Rebecca Hill, Chair of York Independent Business Association
Phil Pinder, Chair, York Retail Forum
Reyahn King, CEO, York Museums Trust

§
§

Andrew Morrison - CEO, York Civic Trust
Tom Bird - CEO, York Theatre Royal
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INTERVIEWS CON’T…
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Chris Sherrington, York Music Venues Network
Chris Bailey, Clerk of the Guild of Media Arts
Kate McMullen, Senior Marketing Manager, English Heritage
Catriona McLees, Head of MarCom at North York Moors National Park
Julie Ozbek, Head of Marketing, Continuum Attractions
Abbi Ollive, Head of Marketing, Castle Howard
Charlotte Kindesjo, Head of Fundraising & Comms, York Museums Trust

SOURCES
(in addition to the hyperlinks in the text)
§ “The Roman Quarter” - Overview and Update by Vincent & Brown
§ The York Narrative (I+II) by Love of Place, (NL), 2019.
§ “The York Narrative” - Community Impact Assessment (CIA), City of York Council, 2019
§ “A Mayoral Devolution Deal for York and North Yorkshire”, from York and North Yorkshire
Combined Mayoral Combined Authority et al., July 2020
§ Tourism Intelligence Update, by Visit York, September 2020.
§ “Visit York Visitor Survey” by Visit York, September 2020.
§ “My City Centre: Existing Insight, status report (annex 5) “by York City Council, spring 2021.
§ “MIY SLA Consultation Report”, by CYC for City of York Council, February 2021.
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SOURCES CON’T
§ York’s Creative Future”, Culture Strategy for York 2020-2025, March 2021.
§ “York Tourism Recovering Marketing Strategy”, by Make it York, September
§ “A Bolder Vision for Belfast”, Belfast City Council, December 2019
§ ”Organisers launch second York Design Week with 70 events”, The Press, September 17, 2020
§ ”How Welcome to Yorkshire will support region's £9bn tourism economy” by James Mason,
The Yorkshire Post, September 21st, 2020.
§ Coronavirus Recovery, York Council.
§ ”Infrastructure work at York Central given the go ahead”, Gov.uk, November 16, 2020.
§ ”The Lock Down view from York…” The Guardian, November 24th. 2020.
§ The York Bid Blog: New spending data proves one thing. We need York residents to buy local
this Christmas – and beyond, November 30th, 2020.
§ Study warns of huge jobs losses in retail in England after pandemic” The Guardian, January
14th, 2021
§ ”Half of Yorkshire adults 'do not feel part of local community' amid loneliness epidemic”, The
Yorkshire Post, January 2nd, 2021.
§ ”Live Well Community” Live Well York.
§ ”Britons look 'beyond usual UK hotspots' this summer” Guardian, January 28th, 2021
§ ”Sustainable tourism key to Cumbria’s new carbon neutral plan”, Guardian, January 19th, 2021.
§ ”York’s key workers celebrated in wity-wide street art project” York Mix, May 17th. 2021.
§ ”York City Station Front”, York Council.
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ABOUT

GROUP NAO WORKS WITH TRANSFORMATIVE AGENDAS, IDEAS AND STRATEGIES IN
TRAVEL, TOURISM, CULTURE AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT. WE ARE STRATEGIC
CREATIVES, CHANGE COMMUNICATORS AND IMAGINATIVE ANALYSTS
www.groupnao.com

